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9 stairs - A set of stairs lighting - lighting
width 30 cm

Price 196.62 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 524

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
Stairway lighting kit - using LED strip. 
 

The kit includes

 

- Intelligent controller to the stairs - https://stair-lighting.com/intelligent-led-driver-for-lighting-up-the-stairs-the-driver-for-
lighting-effects-version-to-10-steps-p-382.html?language=en
 

- Motion sensors dedicated to the controller 2 pieces - https://stair-lighting.com/motion-sensor-light-sensor-in-one-
shortcircuit-no-or-nc-dedicated-to-intelligent-stairs-controllers-p-507.html?language=en

 

- Waterproof LED strip 1 roll (warm white or cool white) - https://stair-lighting.com/5m-led-strip-3528-300-diod5m-
waterproof-warm-white-p-216.html?language=en

 

- Power suppy to a set - https://stair-lighting.com/smart-led-driver-for-lighting-stairs-driver-lighting-effects-version-6k-
p-369.html?language=en

Nine narrow degree is a space in the home or outside the building, which should provide a safe environment component,
particularly in times of evening and night. If on this occasion achieves an interesting lighting effect, it can be said that he is a
hero in his home.

We have something for tinkerers who want to light up your staircase. Our set is an elementary devices allowing to create
entire lighting system and does not require exceptional skills. All works, fit and well enough to program!

Illumination set using an intelligent controller which cooperates with two motion sensors dusk sensors, provides advanced
capabilities. Our individual can satisfy such needs. Function on / off. It illuminates the light on all night and put out in the
morning. When at night we do not go so often to light was all the time - we can program it to us to illuminate stairs and
behind us will be extinguished.

Light sources are included in our LEDs in the amount of 300 pieces at 5 meter strip of laminate. It is self-adhesive. Every 3
LEDs can be cut. Besides being waterproof - it works even with a humidity of 93 percent. For LED strips we produce, no matter
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the surface. It will be held to the same wooden stairs openwork, like the classic granite.

Our system is energy efficient. You can expand it with additional components. It also works with LED luminaires. The set price
is always beneficial!

This product has additional options:

Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T1 , T2 (+ 15.52 Euro ), T4B (+ 51.74 Euro ), T4B (+ 41.39 Euro )
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